NoSo and NoS pi detection as a function of masker bandwidth in normal-hearing and cochlear-impaired listeners.
NoSo and NoS pi detection thresholds for a 500-Hz pure-tone signal were measured as a function of masking noise bandwidth in normal-hearing and cochlear hearing-impaired subjects. NoSo and NoS pi critical bands were derived from the bandlimited noise functions. A notched noise measure of the monaural critical band was also obtained for each ear. One hypothesis tested was that an asymmetrical monaural critical band would result in a relatively steep improvement of the NoS pi detection threshold as a function of decreasing masker bandwidth and would, therefore, be associated with a wider binaural critical band. This was hypothesized because the outputs of the left and right auditory filters would be more decorrelated the greater the interaural difference in the monaural critical band. However, as the noise bandwidth was narrowed, the decorrelation would lessen, resulting in a relatively steep improvement in NoS pi detection. Results indicated that the masking level difference (MLD) was smaller and that the monaural critical bands were generally wider in cochlear-impaired listeners. NoSo and NoS pi critical bands were somewhat larger in the cochlear hearing-impaired listeners having relatively wide monaural critical bands. There was a significant correlation between monaural critical band asymmetry and the NoS pi critical band; however, this correlation was insignificant when a control was employed for the critical band in the worse ear. Therefore, the present results did not support a strong association between monaural critical band asymmetry and the width of the NoS pi critical band.